Broadcasting

How a year of
distancing has
accelerated mobile
broadcasting
technologies
With the distance requirements of the pandemic,
the broadcast industry has undergone a little
renaissance developing mobile broadcast
technology, allowing for increasing REMI (remote
integration model) solutions, unlocking new
efficiencies that would not have become
apparent without such an atmosphere of
adversity.
Laurence Russell, News & Social Editor, Satellite Evolution
Group
In November 2020, ESPN ran a special feature on
American Heroes in celebration of Veterans Week as part of
Morning debate show First Take. The segment involved live
broadcast from five separate military bases in the US.
ESPN made extensive use of remote workflows and
mobile broadcasting equipment in order to make the feature
possible while preventing unnecessary travel and observing
realistic viral safety measures. “Doing the show from the studio
yet still having onsite audiences, interviews, and more from
each base allowed us to create a week of meaningful shows
while keeping everyone safe,” said ESPN Coordinating
Producer Antoine Lewis.
Using a skeleton crew transported by hybrid production
trucks beaming their feeds to a hub in Bristol, Connecticut
via satellite for integration. A shoot that would have once used
50 trained people which needed to be positioned on-site was
possible with just 20 negative-test broadcast professionals
commissioned from local areas.
“Given the circumstances and the times, we didn’t retreat
and say, Oh, we can’t do it,” said Lewis. “We upped the stakes.
We are trying something ambitious. That’s how important this
is to us, and, hopefully, the viewers felt the same way when
they watched the show.”
Production hubs make REMI a reality
Capturing remotely is only part of the equation when it comes
to mobile broadcast. Hubs are needed to integrate resources
into cohesive programming by organising distant operators
and organising them intelligently, the development and
optimization of which has been its own endeavour.
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BMG's REMI Hub features redundant fibre and automatic
seamless failover. Photo courtesy BMG

Broadcast Management Group (BMG) recently installed
a first-of-its-kind REMI production hub in Las Vegas alongside
a REMI mobile unit, providing broadcast hardware, software,
and administration infrastructure to support sports, news,
music, and entertainment production running remote shoots.
“It often doesn’t matter where the facility is; it matters
where the show needs to be produced,” said BMG CEO Todd
Mason. “Which is often driven by the talent: You could have
the best facility in the world, but, if the talent isn’t there, it
doesn’t matter. So that made me think: Why do we need brickand-mortar facilities at all? My plan when I founded BMG 15
years ago was for BMG to go wherever the client needed the
show to be, anywhere in the world, and rent the needed
equipment locally.”
The hub features multiple control rooms, each capable of
managing 40+ incoming feeds and 14 outgoing feeds. With a
minimal staff required at the hub itself, the majority of the
crew can operate remotely, connecting to the hub via any
reliable Internet connection.
Over the past 12 months, BMG has helped produce an
average of 70 hours of live broadcast content per week via
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the REMI workflow. As the world becomes increasingly
virtualized, it’s also globalizing, spreading out across ever
more decentralised locations, as business and
communication becomes more data driven.
BMG facilitates a variety of custom REMI mobile
transmission units suitable for remote shoots, live interviews,
speciality sports coverage including real time remote
commentary, and playout services including streaming. The
company plans to build several more of these kinds of mobile
units.
When BMG was involved in broadcasting a hockey series
for the Silver Knights the line producer, graphics operator,
and director were all situated safely in their homes, plugged
into the REMI hub, and did their jobs seamlessly from home
offices as capture staff filmed on-site.
“While this is not specific to COVID,” Mason explains, “[the
pandemic] has definitely accelerated a lot of trends that were
already happening, and I think REMI has leapt forward five
years as a result. The manufacturers have [sped up]
development of all the key components you need in REMI.
Last June, when we launched the prototype facility, we were
flooded with work. I said I want to take REMI to the next level,
and that meant building the broadcast data centre we have
today. We are confident that this is the first [REMI offering] of
its kind. There are people doing REMI productions, but this
is really REMI on steroids. There’s no question that this is
the future, and this model is going to proliferate, so we believe
we are leading the way.”
The acceleration of mobile production under the pandemic

Mobile streaming. Photo courtesy lassedesignen/Shutterstock

is corroborated. When Haivision surveyed its broadcast
customers and prospects in March, which included over 500
broadcast professionals, they agreed lockdowns have
increased the uptake of mobile broadcast with 39 percent of
respondents were employing remote production and REMI
workflows, and a further 46 percent agreed such trends would
be vital for their organisation in the future.
Contributors also reported their biggest challenges to the

BMG has built what it describes as a first-of-its-kind REMI production hub. Photo courtesy BMG
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adoption of remote technologies, with 42 percent pointing to
the transition to IP, and another 41 percent saying the issue
was creating a culture of remote collaboration.
The democratisation of mobile broadcast
But mobile broadcasting isn’t only limited to the broadcast
industries. In the same way entertainment was democratised
by social media, livestreaming via mobile devices is similarly
opening up broadcast in increasingly flexible ways.
The rise of Twitch and other streaming platforms has
allowed anyone and everyone to stream content from their
bedrooms, catching the eye of broadcasters – not least
because of their rising viewing figures. With streamers
enjoying healthy compensation, streaming sites are fuelling
a new mode of broadcast, funding the development of new
talent and technologies, much as Youtube did in its golden
age from 2008-15.
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and even Reddit allow for
livestreaming, including the ability to interact with a live
audience, which can message the broadcaster. With more
and more people getting comfortable with home streaming,
and the scaled monetization opportunities it provides, it
seems like the foundation has been laid for people to
broadcast their lives in real time using the power of consumer
electronics.
Emergent applications of consumer broadcast
While the immediate use of such technology might be abstract
to us today, it could become a cornerstone of modern

technology in the world of tomorrow. Already British police
are seeking to experiment with a platform allowing members
of the public to livestream an incident to the police while in
progress, transmitting one’s position for officers to respond
to, which is intended to be compatible with civilian drones,
dash cameras, and body cameras who need to illustrate a
crime.
Three police forces in Southeast England are looking to
procure the software necessary to integrate the service. The
depar tments of Bedfordshire, Her tfordshire, and
Cambridgeshire are in the early stages of producing ‘a livestreaming service that gives members of the public the ability
to broadcast from their device without the need of an app on
the recipient’s device.’ Which would be able to show nearby
officers a feed of the exact event in progress on their own
devices.
The goal of the technology is to speed up the process of
identifying, locating, and capturing the culprits of occurring
incidents. With the chance of solving crimes like kidnappings
so reliant on the speed of response, it’s the hope of the police
that tools like these will be capable of resolving serious
crimes. This is just one application of consumer mobile
broadcasting, with a lot of potential to provide public good.
As these technologies become better realised, we could soon
see it changing our way of life.

Inside the audio room at BMG's REMI Hub in Las Vegas. Photo courtesy BMG
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